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KET GAMMAR – Countable and Uncountable nouns 
 
1 Is the noun in italics in each sentence countable (C) or uncountable (U)?  
 
Write C or U. 
 
0 Is there a bank near here? ___C___    3 How much luggage do you have?   _______ 
1 That cheese is delicious.    _______    4 I need to get some oil for the car     _______ 
2 Do you have milk in your coffee?_______    5 Can I have some potatoes, please? _______ 
 
2 Are the nouns countable or uncountable? 
 

Apple  art  chair  furniture  information   man   market  sugar   
  steaks   melon   bread   cheese   oil 

 
Countable Uncountable 

Apple 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
4 Choose the correct underlined words in the note from Adam to Rachel. 
 
Reachel.  

Can you buy the foos for dinner tonight? Mum and Dad are coming, so can you get (0) a meat / some 

Meat, maybe four nice steak / steaks? We need some (2) potato / potatoes – four large(3) potato 

/potatoes for baking. Can you buy (4) a bread and a cheese / some bread and some cheese, too, and 

maybe (5) a nice juicy melon / some nice juicy melon to start? Oh, and we need some (6) oil / oils as 

well. Thanks  

See you later,  

Adam 
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5 Correct the mistakes in the underlined parts of the sentences. CBEI!D Listen and check. 
 
0 Do you want a salt in your soup?                                    Do you want some some salt in your soup? 

1 Education are very important.                                        _________________________________________________ 

2 Can I have two box of eggs, please?                               _________________________________________________ 

3 Can you give me some informations about the trains? _________________________________________________ 

4 We've got a lot of luggages.                                                _________________________________________________ 

5 I must get a petrol for the car before we start.             _________________________________________________ 

6 I haven't got a lot of moneys.                                              _________________________________________________ 
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ANSWERS  

1 Is the noun in italics in each sentence countable (C) or uncountable (U)?  
 
Write C or U. 
 
0 Is there a bank near here? ___C___    3 How much luggage do you have?   ___c____ 
1 That cheese is delicious.    ___U____   4 I need to get some oil for the car     ___U____ 
2 Do you have milk in your coffee?____U___   5 Can I have some potatoes, please? ____c___ 
 
2 Are the nouns countable or uncountable? 
 

Apple  art  chair  furniture  information   man   market  sugar   
  steaks   melon   bread   cheese   oil 

 
Countable Uncountable 

Apple, Chair, Man, Market, Steaks, Melon,  
 

Art, Furniture, Sugar, Bread, Cheese, Oil 

 
 
4 Choose the correct underlined words in the note from Adam to Rachel. 
 
Reachel.  
Can you buy the foods for dinner tonight? Mum and Dad are coming, so can you get (0) a meat / some 
meat, maybe four nice steak / steaks? We need some (2) potato / potatoes – four large (3) potato 
/potatoes for baking. Can you buy (4) a bread and a cheese / some bread and some cheese, too, and 
maybe (5) a nice juicy melon / some nice juicy melon to start? Oh, and we need some (6) oil / oils as 
well. Thanks  
See you later,  
Adam 
5 Correct the mistakes in the underlined parts of the sentences. CBEI!D Listen and check. 
 
0 Do you want some some salt in your soup? 
1 Education is very important.                                         
2 Can I have two boxes of eggs, please?                               
3 Can you give me some information about the trains?  
4 We've got a lot of luggage.                                                 
5 I must get petrol for the car before we start.              
6 I haven't got a lot of money.                                              
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